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The story of Paan Singh Tomar, an Indian hurdler and seven-time national champion hurdler who becomes
one of the most feared outlaws in the Chambal Valley. He lives in a beautiful and prosperous village in South
India, his family is rich and his name is known to people. However, he is only a small child compared to high
society. His life is going well, he is rich and independent, but he does not bother raising children. However,

the unexpected happens. An ordinary day turns into an eternity when the house of Pulawar Manikarnika (the
main character of the film) is destroyed. A stranger named Bhishma emerges from the frame and engages

the hero in combat. As it turns out later, Bhishana blames himself for something for not being able to resist
the gods, and now Bhishima will have to humble his pride and accept suffering for the sake of people.
Bhishman/Bhishani was born into a royal family. Due to the attack on his house, he is imprisoned in a

terrible underground prison. There he meets Bhisheman/Bhimasena (the son of one of the senior officers of
the prison), who has been married to his sister Manushak/Manushakye for over ten years. Occasionally,

brothers and sisters also end up in prison. Bhishi, Bhimasa and Manushah begin to secretly become friends.
Thanks to his friend, Bhima happily goes to his regular job. After a while, his friend Bhishno / Bibhah Singh,
who is better known as Bhikrama Manika, joins him. After the fall of the Hindu empire, Bibha Singh served

alongside the father of the Kauravas. He married Queen Dhrinishtha. Subsequently, the Kauraviyas took
refuge in India, and later Bibh Singha becomes a yogi who spends most of his time in meditation and yoga.

He always wants to help, but the other ascetics reject him. At this time, the Kaurabhi Appalachians send
Bibhu Singh an order to kill Bhibhu, in whose murder he is even more confused. Bibhi Singhom, under

pressure, agrees to do so, but in doing so gives up his immortal soul. Soon he becomes a student of Bhishno
Singha. His father takes him out of prison in anger and Bibsh becomes king of Kaurang
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